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1 The Challenge

Typesetting often involves repetitive tasks. You’d probably be surprised how many times
you type the same string in a given document (\begin{itemize} anyone?). I use Aquamacs’
C-c C-e keystroke sequence to invoke environments, but I also use the software-independent
solution below.

2 A Solution

First, create new commands in the preamble of your LATEX document using
\newcommand{shortcut}{fullcommand}, like this:

\newcommand{\bi}{\begin{itemize}}

\newcommand{\ei}{\end{itemize}}

Be sure that your shortcut is not an already-defined LATEX command, or else you will
encounter LATEX errors. (If you want to overwrite an already-defined LATEX command, just
use \renewcommand instead of \newcommand.) Then, in your document you need only type

\bi

\item Here’s item 1

\item Here’s item 2

\ei

This saves many keystrokes for environments like itemize, pmatrix, and parbox. It
also works for any string you type frequently. For example, to typeset a bold-faced matrix
inverse, A−1, I define \ain, and use four keystrokes instead of 18:
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\newcommand{\ain}{{\bf A}^{-1}}

Second, you can either include explicit command definitions in the preamble of each
document (as just described), or you can use a common set of commands across several
documents. To gain the efficiency of the latter, create a file named, e.g., defs.tex that stores
your frequently-used shortcut commands. Then, insert that document into the preamble of
the document on which you’re working:

\documentclass{article}

\input{defs}

%%% === title, author, etc. ===

\title{Your title}

\author{Your name}

%%% === document ===

\begin{document}

\maketitle

...

\bi

\item Here’s item 1

\item Here’s item 2

\ei

...

\end{document}

3 The Solution, with Arguments

This solution can also take arguments. The full structure of \newcommand is

\newcommand{name}[number of args][default argument values]{definition}

For example, if you declare

\newcommand{\mycolors}[2]{Two colors are #1 and #2}

then you could use in your document

\mycolors{blue}{red}

and the compiled result would be “Two colors are blue and red”. For another example, see
my “How to Insert BibTEX Entries into a CV, Syllabus, . . . ”.

Hope this helps!
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